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The structure of Hemingway's stories and the dominant motifs they employ correlates

with his openly declared intent to translate factual data into fiction in order to recreate the

essence of true-life experience.  This method confined with his belief in certain elemental

patterns of human action and thought to become the means by which his art achieved its

expression.  For what Hemingway does essentially in like Adams series is to array the

disillusionments of a young boy in his struggle to come to terms with a world he cannot

truly understand.  The implications of this continuing challenges provide the central

conflict in many of the stories.  As the characters demonstrate, the possibility of

understanding and overcoming the accidental happenings in life are small.  Hemingway's
view of this plight of mankind is best observed when the stories are placed in a sequential

arrangement according to the age of the main characters or according to the type of

experience they undergo.

In early stories whenever a character like Nick Adams leaves the comfort and security

of home or when he discovers that comfort and security at home are illusory, he is thrust

into his first encounter with the forces of accidental happenings.  These early conflicts are

initiatory in nature, and subsequently they generate the tensions of the long and strenuous

journey towards understanding.  Hemingway's adolescents and young men are

particularly sensitive on the roles expected of them, but they fail to fulfill the expected

roles, and the result is an intense inner conflict within the immature heroes.  The

resolution of this conflict provides the dynamics of the adjustment process in the journey

towards maturity. 

When Hemingway gave the hero of so many of his early stories the name of "Nick

Adams," he was doing more than designating a simple naming to stand for a character.

Rather, he intentionally used a symbolic name as a conscious device to illustrate what the

character himself would reveal throughout every story in which he appeared.  In the

stories in which Nick is depicted as a young boy, he is the innocent, akin to the first Adam

before the Fall.

In many ways Hemingway's short stories are based on the biblical story of the Fall of
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Adam, for a knowledge of good and evil.  In this paper, the short stories, "Indian Camp,"

"The End of Something," and "The Killers" are taken up to examine the correlation of the

Fall of Adam and Nick Adams' acquiring knowledge of good and evil in the journey

towards maturity.  The hero in the Hemingway stories encounters evil in many guises.

Always, however, evil is inescapable and unpredictable. In many ways what the

Hemingway hero must learn throughout the stories in the nature of evil, and the tension

created by the struggle of opposing forces within himself provides the underlying

dynamics for the learning process.  Experience itself may be one of the guises of evil.  Just

as surely as eating the fruit of the tree of knowledge hastened Adam's fall, so for the

innocent the initial encounter with elements foreign to them is the first stage of a long and

dangerous journey.

In the short story "Indian Camp," the first of the Nick story series, Hemingway describes

the first encounter of the stage of naïve innocence with the forces outside the protected

environment.  Little Nick goes to an Indian Camp by boat with his father, who is a doctor.

Nick's own home is across the lake and the night journey to the camp has all the

possibilities of a learning experience.  Nick asks where they are going. He is protected and

is not supposed to know where he is going.  His father only tells him that an Indian

woman is very sick; she is having a baby.  He even tells him that the screams of the

woman are not important.  He refuses to allow the child to face the terrors of reality and

he diminishes the importance of the event.  But Nick must be prepared to accept the

knowledge it can give him  The Indian woman's husband cuts his foot badly and is in the

upper bunk.  As the doctor does not bring along suitable equipment, the operation is done

with a jack-knife.  And without using any anesthetic.  The baby boy is born safely.

Because of her screaming during the operation, however, her husband commits suicide by

cutting his own throat.  This is an ironic contrast between life and death.  The moment that

new life is born, the father's life is cut off.  While the people's attention focuses on new life,

death is approaching.

When the doctor discovers the death of the Indian, he tells Nick, "It was an awful mess

to put you through" (18). Nick, however, reveals that he is unable to grasp the significance

of his exposure to death.  This is the first time for him to experience the extremes of life

and death, and it is so great a truth that it is a puzzle for him.  But at the same time, Nick

is overwhelmed by having seen both life and death with his own eyes.  He asks his father

many questions in the boat on the way back home.  They spring from his excited mind; it

is as if he was trying to regain his mental balance, unconsciously, from the excitement.

"Do ladies always have such a hard time having babies?"  "Why did he kill himself,

Daddy?"  "Do many women?"  "Is dying hard, Daddy?" (19).  These questions are not

asked in logical order.  Under such conditions Nick can not think logically.  He is

incapable of accepting the events he has witnessed, and the initial preview of the realities
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of the world is fruitless.  As his ego is still incompletely developed, he can not control nor

adapt to the external stimulus.  His capacity to admit the external environment is still very

limited.  Nick's immaturity is thus proved in the light of his reaction to death.  In order to

avoid the overwhelming new experiences which he underwent, he has to resort to a

defense mechanism to protect the ego with a great intensity (Don Baucum 158-59).  He

tries to ignore the external threat and to keep the drastic stimuli out of his conscious

awareness.  He turns his eyes to beautiful nature.  He touches the water and he feels it is

warm.  This warmth makes him believe the strength of life and renewal.  He even feels joy

and is sure that he will never die.  

Nick's refusal to accept death can be explained psychologically as retreating into the

ego, that is one of the defense mechanisms as I have just mentioned above.  Let us devote

a little more space to examining Nick's ego.  As Freud points out, the ego limits its scope

of adaptation in order to avoid painful anxiety.  It no longer deals with the painful area: it

sacrifices a broad adaptivity for the comfort of a narrow scope.  It is called "inhibition"

which refers to a learning response that arises out of a wish to avoid pain (11-16).  Most

theorists agree that learning proceeds best when the subject is motivated to obtain a

pleasurable reward (positive type) or to avoid pain (negative type) (Harris 145).  Nick's
troubled emotions are so destructive that he learns to reduce pain by inhibition.  He finds

this negative type of learning meaningful, and he ceases to take learning seriously in this

experience with death.  Thus his intense inner conflict disappears and his ego no longer

deals with the painful area in his heart.  Nick is too young to bear the conflict.  His actions

and responses are unemotive and childlike, and he reacts rather than acts in a given

situation.  Though he takes his first step backward and retreats into his childlike world

again, it is surely a necessary step toward development.  His change might be a small one,

but it is very important and more than a change; it can make a huge difference in the total

functioning of his self.  His denial is his first learning experience, and his inner change is

the surest clue of his growth.  Therefore, we may say that Nick is depicted as a young boy

on the threshold of adolescence.

In the third story of the Nick series, "The End of Something," Nick's second step is tried

in the pathos of parting from his childhood.  As a title indicates this is to be a story of

termination; it also poses a question as to the nature of the "Something."  This time, his

anxiety is an obstacle to change, but at the same time, it is a strong motive for change.  On

one hand, the need to avoid anxiety for love, existence, and future, leads Nick to make

changes in himself and in his environment.  On the other hand, this same anxiety makes

him uneasy and brings a fear of anything new and unknown; it makes him cling to his

childhood.

Nick and his girl friend Marjorie go on a night fishing trip by boat at Hortons Bay.  He

has planned to leave Marjorie.  After preparing for the night's fishing and making camp,



he tells her that there is no fun anymore.  After she leaves him, Nick's friend, Bill, comes

and asks him how he feels.  Nick who is lying near the fire says, "Oh, go away, Bill!  Go

away for a while" (35).   Nick's reaction to the separation is irrational, for he was the cause

of it.  He cannot go home right away.  He lies with his face down on the blanket.  Bill

selects a sandwich from the lunch basket and walks over to look at the rods.  Comparing

Bill with Nick, Bill is still a child but Nick has shown a sensible and emotional

development from child to adolescent in his answers.

In this final part of this story a definite progress has been accomplished in the process of

Nick Adams to adolescent, for with the exhibition of his inner feelings he has at the same

time revealed his sensibility.  He does not put on armor of protective infantile illusion nor

attachment; he takes a positive course of an action and he alone must bear the agony of its

consequences.  His conflict is not only with Marjorie but within himself.  Comparing

Marjorie with Nick, she sees the remnants of the mill at Hortons Bay as "our old ruin" or

later, as "a castle"(32).  She has still a romantic illusion and she sees her problem in a

childish way, but Nick does not answer and keeps silence.

The change comes to Nick through some kind of "emotional digesting" (Gendline 107).

The "Something" that has come to end is his belief in the effect of romantic illusion.  He,

however, in order to be an adolescent or an adult, but at the same time, his naivety,

innocence and purity has been lost.  This is also the end of something for him.  He

struggles hard to make the change from childhood to adolescence.  This experience leaves

a scar in his heart.  His change requires not only intellectual development, but also this

kind of painful emotional growth.  The image of second growth is emphasized in the

story.  Hemingway consciously uses the device of depicting the details of the circumstance

and of Hortons Bay.  The story tell that "ten years later there was nothing of the mill left

except broken white limestone of is foundations showing through the swampy second

growth as Nick and Marjorie rowed along the shore" (31).  The characterization of Hortons

Bay is significant in the story.  The realistic details of the image of second growth

symbolizes the cycle of existence, death and renewal.

This theme is exactly the same one treated at the end of the story of "Indian Camp."  The

two Nicks, however, react quite differently to the subject of renewal.  Compared with the

younger Nick, the adolescent Nick show a positive type of learning  by directing his

energies into realistic problems; his learning comes from his desire for inner honesty,

growth and truth, and from his trying to succeed in terms of his own life experiences and

value.  The person is more able to change because he wants to, rather than just because he

has to.  Nick doe not avoid his learning task anymore.  His awakening and his second

growth throw his heart into inner turmoil.  In this situation, he suffers growing pains, but

he does not try to escape from them  He endures his suffering while lying with his face

down on the blanket.  The change proves his intellectual, emotional, and physical
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maturity.

"The Killers" adequately serves as a transition story in Hemingway's development of the

central character of his stories from adolescence into young manhood.  In "Indian Camp,"

Nick's first experience is equated with an introduction to death caused by an inevitable

natural phenomenon.  On the contrary, in 'The Killers," the death comes to Nick in the

form of two almost comic gangster caricatures dressed in tight black overcoats, derby hats,

and black gloves, and they introduce Nick to evil and to a chaotic world.  He reacts not

against death itself, as he did before, but against human and social evils caused by

Andreson's death.  It is not so difficult to make predictions of Nick's change and reactions

in the story.  Some patterns of his interaction with the environment found in his early level

of development, never completely disappear and they continue to exist even in his

manhood.  This personality pattern comes to the surface, every time a specific situation

occurs to him (Luborsky and Schimek 97).  Nick's personality configuration altered in his

early level, influences his later level of development in turn.  Hence, after facing evil, he

can not help but leave the town, just as in the story of the Fall of Adam.  In many ways

this story is related with the biblical story of the Fall of Adam, for it relates in a similar

fashion the implications of acquiring a knowledge of good and evil.  

The story begins in the small town's lunch-room with short conversations between two

men and George, the owner of the restaurant.  The two men, who call each other Al and

Max are gangsters.  Max tells George that they are going to kill Ole Andreson, a

professional boxer, who usually comes to eat at six o'clock.  In this restaurant, the

uneasiness, and the tension are supported only by a clock and a mirror.  Al goes to the

kitchen to tie up Nick and Sam, a cook.  Two men wait till six thirty or so and they give up

getting to see Andreson and leave.

Nick is bewildered to know what he should do when he faces evil and then he decides

to perform a heroic task for Andreson.  Nick's youthful bravery, however, is denied by

George and Sam.  The cook says, "Mixing up in this ain't going to get you anywhere, you

stay out of it" (63).  Nick can stop visiting Andreson by following the wisely mentioned

advice, but he goes out.  Nick's desire to be a true hero is reinforced powerfully by

resisting what Sam advised him to do.  Here, it is easy to see how another person's
responses affect the individual's responding in a positive or a negative way.   

Andreson is fearfully awaiting his death and he does not show his intention to escape

from the gangsters.  Nick comes back to the restaurant and tells what he saw in

Andreson's room.  Here, different reactions can be seen from each man.  The cook says, "I

don't even listen to it,"  and shuts the door.  Sam shows that he is indifferent toward the

other's affair.  George, who is sophisticated and worldly, says only, "It's a hell of a thing"

(66).  This story ends with George's advice.  He stops thinking about the chaotic world and

gives up everything, but Nick believes that one can do something about his adversity.



There is a great difference between how Nick thinks and feels about the event when he is

alone, and how he thinks and feels with George and Sam present.  Nick's upset emotional

reaction toward these people who are indifferent to the problem is easily anticipated.

Nick is shocked not by the presence of the comic killers but by Andreson's despair and by

the reactions of George and Sam.  Nick must by all means face and overcome the powerful

forces and violence of such a chaotic world.  In addition to being righteous, he is longing

to become a true hero and his heroic task will give him a pleasurable reward.  This

positive type of learning must activate him just as much as the childish desire to escape.

Nick's emotional and identity needs, however, induce a "fright or flight" (Folts-Gray 90)

reaction on his side, and his strong impulse toward learning diminishes and he turns to

flight.  His rage against George and Sam and against his own powerlessness is

overwhelming.  This strong emotion affects adolescent Nick tremendously.  Violent

destructive emotions strike his heart directly and at the center of the learning process.

"Accompanying intense emotion is a breakdown of recently learned behavior and a

consequent regression to more primitive ways of coping with the world" (Harris 148).

Hence, Nick retreats and flees away from himself again.  He can not cope with reality and

escapes to the familiar protected world.  The choice of flight merely reflects his

unwillingness to face the consequences of his knowledge.  Here, his old personality

pattern comes back to him.  In other words, once the sure knowledge of evil's existence

has been gained, flight may be possible, but the loss of innocence would be inevitable.

Comparing George and Sam with Nick, the two adults accept reality and adapt to the

modified environment as it is, while Nick can not successfully control his emotions, nor

adapt to the new situation, nor synthesize the constantly changing environment.  Nick's

ego is still developmentally week and he needs an emergency measure, such as a flight for

his defense mechanism.  His choice of flight simply reflects a small and passive change

which is likely seen at the early developmental stage in life; later on, however, this kind of

change is supposed to bring about an active adaptivity to his life situation.  Therefore,

Nick's growth in "The Killers" can be easily judged and measure from the point of view of

the extent of his adaptation to the environment.   

Like the child, Nick who must overcome certain forces which would restrict his

development, the adolescent faces restrictive factors in his attempt to reach the next stage

of the maturation process.  And the course will late project him onward into further

experience as a character who appears in subsequent stories.
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【日本語抄訳】

ニック・アダムズの成熟への道程

岩瀬　恒子

ヘミングウエイの小説の構成と主要モチーフは実生活の経験を小説上に再生するために創作され

たものが多い。特にニック･アダムズシリーズでのヘミングウエイの意図は少年が不可解な外界とな

んとか折り合いをつけようと四苦八苦する幻滅の連続を描いたものである。特に主人公の年齢的、

又は経験の種類別に連続的に語られる短編小説において、ヘミングウエイの人間の苦境に対する見

解が一番顕著に表れている。特に初期の作品「インデイアンの村」「ある訣別」「殺し屋」に於いて

少年ニックは保護されている家庭という世界から出て現実の過酷な出来事に遭遇し、イニシエーシ

ョンを経験し、成長と共に期待されている役割を遂行出来ないという葛藤への解決の過程を辿って

いる。それが彼の人間形成の成熟への道程となっていることを拙論文において、善悪の知識を得た

故の聖書のアダムとイブの墜落の観点から検証したものである。
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